
Asset-intensive facilities are faced with a number of common 
challenges. There is increasing pressure to be cost-effective without 
degrading safety or reliability. A good Enterprise Asset Management 
system is essential, but the learning curve for custom report 
generation is a steep one. For many, supplemental data exists in a 
myriad of homegrown tools, which make data export and integration 
a necessity. This represents a signicant ongoing investment in EAMS 
training and tools customization

Improve Maintenance Effectiveness and System Health

CASSI™ Work Management Reporting Software supports the 
continuous improvement of Preparation, Execution, Backlog, 
and Reliability-centered activities for value-based maintenance 
organizations. Our software is designed to allow Work Week Leaders, 
Planners, Schedulers, Operations and Maintenance staff to drive 
accountability for the work assigned, and to consistently and accurately 
track progress against corporate and site-based performance goals. 
CASSI™ reduces the level of effort needed to generate and distribute 
maintenance performance reports and provides deep business insight 
into where opportunities exist to streamline the maintenance process, 
and improve the health of the plant.

Key Metrics: Maintenance and Backlog Decision Support

 › Critical Scope Survival  
and Stability

 › Permits, Clearances, and 
Walkdowns

 › Long Lead Parts Availability

 › Availability and Downtime Stats

 › Total PM:CM, Costs, and Hours

 › Backlog Analysis and ERI 
Scorecard

 › Schedule Adherence  
and Completion

 › Resource Loading,  
and Stability

 › Emergent Work & Carryover

 › Equipment consolidation

Maintenance & Reliability 
Performance Reporting

Key Benefits
 › Site-wide Consistent  

and Accurate Reports and 
Measures

 › Improve Process Efficiency 
and  
Milestone Discipline

 › Improve Reliability, and 
Backlog Management

 › Improve Focus, and 
Accountability in the 
Resolution of Issues

 › Minimize Costs for 
Resources, Schedules, Parts, 
Backlog, etc.



AS A NORTH AMERICAN LEADER IN STRATEGY AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY, Alithya designs and builds innovative 
and efficient digital solutions for business challenges. Our clients cover a large spectrum of sectors including Banking, 
Investment and Insurance, Energy, Manufacturing, Retail and Distribution, Telecommunications, Transportation, 
Professional services, Healthcare and Government. Our 2,000 professionals in Canada, the US, and Europe combine 
pragmatic understanding and creative thinking to structure and streamline intricate operational ecosystems, help 
transform businesses, and drive growth every single day.
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Key Features
 › Out-of-the-box 

Dashboards, Trends and 
Details

 › Augments all common 
EAMS and Scheduling 
Systems

 › Fully Automated Report 
Generation and Delivery

 › Performance Trends, 
History, and Auditing

 › Self-serve User 
Configuration

Support and  
Maintenance
CASSI™ customers enjoy 
highly responsive support 
services and product 
enhancements driven by 
key industry objectives. 
Alithya provides a variety 
of licensing, hosting, and 
support options to suit  
your business needs.


